Marker Text

Republic Aviation Corporation, located on this site, was an essential part of Evansville’s World War II defense industry. Over 5,000 men and women manufactured 6,242 P-47 Thunderbolts, 1942-1945. P-47 was principal WWII fighter plane, known for its speed, durability, and reliability.

Report

The majority of the marker text can be substantiated, but is reliant only upon secondary sources. This report utilizes primary sources to confirm marker statements and provide context about Evansville’s war industry and World War II fighter aircraft.

A 1942 Evansville Courier article confirms that Republic Aviation Corporation was located on Highway 41 North, corresponding with the marker address listed on IHB’s website.1 Republic Aviation broke ground for the plant on April 7, 1942, nine months ahead of schedule, as construction was originally planned for June 1943.2 The exact number of Republic employees at the Thunderbolt plant requires additional research. A 1991 Traces article cites 5,000 workers, but in a 1946 address to plant employees Republic President Alfred Marchev thanked 20,000 men and women for their help constructing the fighter jets.3 However, the number he cited may also refer to the other P-47 Republic Aviation plant, located in Farmingdale, New York. The majority of sources agree that the factory produced approximately 6,242 Thunderbolts.4

Despite conflicting reports about the number of Evansville Republic workers, it is clear that the P-47 plant was an essential part of Evansville’s World War II defense industry and contributed to the revamping of its economy. After companies such as Republic Aviation, Sunbeam and Chrysler acquired war contracts, the “city had completely reversed its status from a distress area to a potential labor shortage area.”5 In 1943, Manager of the United States Employment Service Thomas W. Bennett described the transformation of Evansville as the “story of Cinderella . . . From rags to riches in less than one year’s time,” claiming that “since the outbreak of the war, the number of industrial workers has more than tripled to meet employment demands.”6

In his Traces article, Darrel E. Bigham states that approximately fifty Evansville companies were awarded defense contracts during World War II, increasing employment to 60,000 by the end of the war, up from 18,000 workers in 1940.7 Republic Aviation played a direct role in this economic improvement, as Bigham attributed the rapid “move from economic disaster to nationally touted success,” in part, to the “securing of the Evansville Shipyard and Republic Aviation.”8 C.B. Enlow, 1943 Director of the Vanderburgh County Civilian Defense Council, asserted that war plants drew an additional 25,000 permanent residents to Vanderburgh County.9
This local defense industry employed residents that otherwise may not have found work, including the blind, deaf and physically handicapped. Louis Ruthenberg, President of the Indiana State Chamber of Commerce, stated that the Evansville war plants absorbed “all available residents, particularly women who formerly did not work in factories.” He asserts that before the war women made up only 15 percent of factory workers in Evansville, but with the loss of 1,000 men to the military, female workers comprised 40 percent of the factory workforce. Likewise, Bigham contends that the employment opportunities provided by Evansville’s war plants “cracked traditional stereotypes of the roles of African Americans and women and established preconditions for change in the late 1950s.”

Primary sources substantiate the marker statement that the P-47 was renowned for its speed, durability and reliability. In his 1942 *Valparaiso Vidette Messenger* article, Arthur F. Degreve claimed that the U.S. Army Air Forces desperately needed new military airplanes because plans for combat aircraft were made in 1937 and that consequently “some are ‘badly designed or ill matched’ against the enemy equipment and some now in action have definite deficiencies even within the purposes for which they were designed.” A 1943 *Hammond Times* article contends that the Thunderbolt’s durability and reliability countered problematic older models, stating that they were the first fighter jets equipped to escort Flying Fortress and Liberator bombers on the lengthy roundtrip flight to Germany. The 1943 article states the P-47 was the heaviest fighter ever built and that it overcame “high altitude handicaps,” successfully challenging the German Focke-Wulf 190.

The Air Force praised the speed of the P-47s, asserting that their “remarkable diving ability” allowed them to dive at enemy jets and quickly climb up to diving altitude again, using machine guns to literally blow Japanese “lightly built aircraft out of the sky.” United Aircraft News states that the Thunderbolt’s speed derived from its “highly supercharged 2,000-horsepower Pratt & Whitney engine” and “sturdy construction to withstand the terrific stresses at those speeds.” The P-47’s superiority also derived from its ability to survive immense battle damage. While various primary and secondary sources contend that the P-47 provided the Allies with an exceptional fighting advantage, IHB now avoids the use of subjective and superlative terms such as “first,” best,” and “most.” Such claims are often not verifiable and/or require extensive qualification to be truly accurate. That is the case with this marker’s claim that the Thunderbolt was the principal fighter plane.

**Further Reading**


For a film describing the speed, force and firepower of the Thunderbolt, see http://archive.org/details/TheP-47.

Indiana’s Department of Public Welfare’s Public Welfare in Indiana provides an excellent description of employment, education, housing, industry, religion and health in Evansville both immediately prior to and during World War II and in relation to war plants such as Republic Aviation (The Indiana Department of Public Welfare, Public Welfare in Indiana (Formerly The Indiana Welfare News) 53, no. 6 (June 1943), Clippings File, “Indiana Cities and Towns, Evansville -1969” Indiana State Library).
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